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Abstract—Several sites allow users to publish personal reviews
about products and services available on the market. In this paper, we consider the problem of applying classiﬁcation techniques
to identify, in terms of positive or negative degree, the overall
opinion polarity expressed in these documents, written in natural
language. In particular, we are interested in evaluating the
performance obtained by applying machine learning techniques,
based on n-gram selection and originally developed for English,
to documents written in Italian.
In order to obtain results comparable to those presented in the
literature for English, we use the same evaluation procedure
applied in the majority of the works in this ﬁeld. We have
developed a speciﬁc framework for experimentation in Italian.
The research is ongoing and we present some preliminary results,
a comparison with results presented in literature and an overview
of our future work.

In this paper we are interested in developing a corpus of
reviews in Italian and using it to evaluate the performance
obtained by some known methodologies introduced in the
literature in the area of sentiment analysis. More speciﬁcally,
we studied in which way such techniques, originally developed for English, may be used for Italian without loss in
performance. In particular, we focused our attention on the
effects generated by stemming on the performances of the
OvOP analysis task. Our main goal is the development of a
module of sentiment analysis that can be integrated in a wider
and more general architecture for personalized information and
knowledge extraction.
The next of this paper is so organized: Section II presents an
overview of related works; section III proposes the development of an Italian corpus of reviews related to movies, while
section IV describes our framework devoted to OvOP analysis;
section V describes experimental results and the following
section VI discusses and compares our results with those
obtained by Pang et al. [1]. Conclusions and future works
end the paper.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The information and knowledge sharing represents a meaningful goal for many current websites; in particular, some of
these sites (e.g. the Ciao.it1 repository) allow users to publish
their own reviews about products and services available on
the market. A feature common to each posted review is the
presence of an overall opinion polarity (called OvOP) [1],
[2], which describes the positive, neutral or negative opinion
of the author with respect to judged items. OvOP is deﬁned
as the overall opinion polarity of a review because it does not
depends on the opinions expressed by the single sentences of
the review, which may also be contradictory, but is related to
the opinion that arises from the document seen as a whole.
The amount of reviews available on the Web and the set
of described items are enormously increasing every day. To
handle such information in an efﬁcient way a partially or full
automated approach to OvOP analysis is required [1]–[3].
An automated approach may be very useful in many application’s ﬁelds [4], like in advertising, political campaigns,
ﬁnancial markets and business intelligence. Analysis of the
customers’ opinion allows the system extracting information
useful for strategic marketing and brand monitoring. An example of this application is represented by the system developed
by Tong [5]; the use of keyword matching generates sentiment
timelines able to track the opinions expressed by customers
over time about a speciﬁc item.

II. P REVIOUS W ORK
Two works mainly inspire our research: the experience of
Pang et al. [1] and the work of Salvetti et al. [2]; both
works are aimed at evaluating the performance, in terms of
precision and recall, obtained by the OvOP analysis task,
applying machine learning techniques and feature selection to
a corpus of movie reviews. In [1] authors studied differences
in precision using three different machine-learning techniques:
Bayesian Networks, Support Vector Machines and Maximum
Entropy. They show that OvOP identiﬁcation is a task harder
than topic classiﬁcation or generalization, both performed
mainly by keyword identiﬁcation, because sentiment tends to
be expressed in more subtle ways.
The work [2], on the other hand, focuses attention on feature
selection and feature generalization, integrating WordNet [6]
as a repository of lexical relations.
Works like [7] and [8] study how domain dependency and
time dependency are related to the performance achieved
by the classiﬁers described in [1]; in particular, these two
works aim at evaluating how the effects of limitations can
be reduced introducing in document representation features

1 www.ciao.it
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loosely coupled with the domain of the documents on which
OvOP is performed.
In [9] and in other works the OvOP analysis of a review is
deﬁned as the evaluation of the co-occurrence between a series
of n-grams, extracted from the text using a set of patterns,
and a seed set of well oriented terms; they used AltaVista
and its indexed corpus to investigate the amount of such cooccurrences.
Many works [10]–[12] generate sets of words or synsets, in
particular adjectives, with a prior known positive or negative
polarity. During OvOP classiﬁcation process, the generated
lists are used as features in representation of documents.
Other works, like [13], are aimed at merging the previously
introduced approaches; more speciﬁcally, large datasets of
documents are used to adjust the polarity of a set of terms with
prior known polarity depending on the context in which such
terms are used. Attention is focused on syntactical structures,
like negation or hypothetical speaking, which can modify the
prior known polarity of the words.
Previously described works show how the OvOP identiﬁcation
(or extraction) task may be seen both as a classiﬁcation and
as an information extraction process.
The classiﬁcation approach assigns to each input document a
label describing its sentiment rating using, as training set, a
set of manually labelled reviews.
On the other hand, the information extraction approach identiﬁes the orientation of a given text using a set of extraction
patterns and seed lists to highlight sentiment-bearing patterns.
OvOP analysis in Italian is still an almost unexplored research
ﬁeld; many unsolved problems arose during our research,
mainly related to the lack of freely available tools for natural
language processing of Italian documents; other open problems are generated by the speciﬁc characteristics of Italian, like
irregular forms, adjective declination. There are not available
sets of Italian words with previously estimated polarity, which
can be used during feature selection task. A last family
of problems we faced is related to the lack of quality, in
terms of syntactical and grammatical soundness, of the input
documents.

Fig. 1.

OvOP distribution of reviews present in the corpus.

by means of an ad hoc developed parser, we extracted from
each review the following ﬁelds:
1) the title assigned by author to the review and used to
give emphasis and to summarize its content;
2) the body of the review, which consists of a short natural
language text;
3) the overall polarity rating indicator, expressed in terms
of stars with a range between 0 and 10, where 0
stars represent a high negative polarity, while 10 stars
represent an high positive polarity;
4) the review publishing date;
5) personal data about author, like name, age and city of
residence.
Only ﬁrst three ﬁelds are effectively used during the OvOP
analysis process, while the last two ﬁelds have been stored
for future use; in the next future, for user modeling and content personalization, we will identify personalized sentiment
timelines, which can be seen in terms of a graph showing the
attitude expressed by a user over time towards a speciﬁc item.
In this paper we consider only two classes of reviews: positive
and negative: we do not consider the class of neutral reviews,
removing from our evaluation all those reviews with a overall
polarity rating indicator greater than 4 stars and lower or equal
to 6 stars.
We collected more than 3000 reviews referring to 300 different movies or ﬁctions. The distribution of polarity between
reviews is not fair, as observed [1] for the English corpus. The
positive reviews are 2038 (64.7% of the entire corpus), while
the negative reviews are only 694 (22% of the collection).
The distribution of the overall polarity indicator pre-assigned
to reviews is reported in ﬁgure 1.
Polarity has been normalized between 0 and 1 to allow
integration with different kind of ranking methods.

III. D EVELOPMENT OF AN I TALIAN MOVIE - REVIEWS
CORPUS

In order to compare our results to the results obtained in
[1] and in [2], we focus our attention on the same domain
of movie reviews, but, instead of working with English texts,
we collected reviews written in Italian; these last are handlabelled by authors or readers using an overall rating indicator
in order to summarize the document’s OvOP.
The source of our corpus is the FilmUp2 website, which
collects a wide set of visitors’ opinions on more than 4500
movies.
Using a crawler written in Java, we downloaded a subset of
site’s pages, referring to the most recent movies. In particular,

IV. T HE OVOP A NALYSIS F RAMEWORK
We have implemented and extended the techniques described in [1] and [2] developing a framework, specialized
for Italian, able to perform the tasks of OvOP analysis and
classiﬁcation on a given training set.
The framework has been developed in Java and is constituted
by four main modules:
1) the persistency module is responsible for data storage on

2 www.ﬁlmup.leonardo.it/opinioni
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The work described in [1] uses unstemmed words in the
document representation; perhaps, considering the differences
between Italian and English, with particular reference to
adjectives, we stemmed all words using an Italian stemmer.
No stopword list has been used.
Each review is tagged using the Part-of-Speech tagger integrated in our analysis system. We noticed that sometimes
tagging of reviews was performed with low precision. This
happens because part of the reviews contains lexical mistakes,
lacks in punctuation, idiomatic expressions (wow, blah, ok) or
emotive icons ( ;-), :-( ). We will consider this problem in the
future works because such lexical exceptions are frequently
used to express opinion and their analysis may lead to a
potential improvement in OvOP analysis performance.
According to the procedure described in [1], we considered
the set of 2122 unigrams that appears at least four times and
the set of 2122 most frequent bi-grams.
Seven different sets of features have been analyzed; for each
set we built and tested a speciﬁc classiﬁer. Evaluation is
achieved with a 3-cross folding methodology, implemented in
the classiﬁcation module.
Features used for representation are based on the following two
concepts: N-Gram Frequency (NGF) and N-Gram Presence
(NGP). The NGF of an n-gram t in respect with a document d
is deﬁned as the number of occurrences of t in d; it is measured
using integer values. The NGP of a given n-gram t in respect
with a document d is deﬁned as the presence of t in d and is
measured with a boolean value. The choice of NGP is widely
described in [1]; authors show how this feature leads to better
performance with respect to NGF; this trend is conﬁrmed also
by our results, where precision is slightly boosted when we
move from an NGF to an NGP representation.
More speciﬁcally, we trained our classiﬁers evaluating, for
each document of the training set, the seven following sets
of features, previously introduced in [1]:

different available repositories, like relational databases,
sets of inverted indexes and native XML databases;
2) the language processing module is an API able to
perform several task related to natural language processing like multilingual stemming, n-gram and language
models generation and Part-Of-Speech tagging (POSTagging). The API also deﬁnes the data structures used
during OvOP analysis to represent the documents. To
implement an efﬁcient and high quality Italian POSTagging a properly trained version of TreeTagger [14]
has been integrated into the API;
3) the classiﬁcation module performs OvOP analysis.
Based on the WEKA [15] library for machine learning,
this module allows us to abstract from a speciﬁc implementation of a machine learning technique and focus attention mainly on the feature of selection task. The classiﬁcation tools are used to generate WEKA classiﬁers
that can be easily reused, whenever properly trained, in
other application environments, independently from the
OvOP analysis system;
4) the evaluation module generates pipelines constituted by
resources implemented in the previously deﬁned modules. The pipelines can be executed inside this module,
which works as runtime environment, and their results
are statistically analyzed and presented to users. Each
evaluation experience is implemented with a speciﬁc
pipeline.
Likewise in [1] and in [2], in this work we adopted Naive
Bayes (NB) classiﬁers, a typical approach in text classiﬁcation.
Let C be a set of labelled classes
C = {positive, negative}

(1)

and d the document we want to classify.
The NB classiﬁer assigns the document d to the class c ∈ C
that maxims the equation
m
P (c) i=1 P (fi |c)ni (d)
PN B (c|d) :=
.
(2)
P (d)

1)
2)
3)
4)

the NGF of the 2122 most frequent unigrams;
the NGP of the 2122 most frequent unigrams;
the NGP of the 2122 most frequent bi-grams;
the NGP of the 2122 most frequent bi-grams merged
with the most frequent 2122 unigrams;
5) the NGP of the bi-grams composed by one of the most
frequent 2122 unigrams and the POS tag associated with
such unigram. This feature is strongly coupled with the
execution of the POS tagging operation;
6) the NGP evaluated only on the unigrams tagged as
adjectives by the POS tagger. This feature is based on the
assumption, widely proven by many works [10], [11],
that polarity is mainly carried by adjectives;
7) the NGP evaluated on the 1000 most frequent unigrams
appearing in the training set. This feature aims to verify
if a feature selection approach not based on syntactic
roles may lead to an improvement in performance.

where P(fi |c) is the probability to ﬁnd a given feature fi
in the documents labelled with class c. The training set,
represented by a set of labelled documents, is used to evaluate
the conditional probabilities of each feature. To perform our
work we have used the implementations of this technique
included into the WEKA library [15].
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
Our experimental evaluation is based on a subset of our
corpus containing the same number of positive and negative
reviews: more in detail, we randomly chosen 500 reviews with
polarity greater than 0.6 and 500 with polarity lower or equal
to 0.4. Body and title of each reviews have been loaded from
the database and merged together as a unique ﬁeld; in this way,
we uniformed our data with the English reviews proposed in
[1] and [2]. This solution looks very simple and does not take
care of the strength assigned by the author to the words that
appear in the title of the documents.

The performance of the built classiﬁers is measured in terms
of precision, evaluated comparing label assigned by classiﬁer
during testing with the OvOP expressed by the author of the
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review. Table I shows the results obtained choosing each of the
seven different features sets with and without stemming of the
documents’ terms. In order to understand how classiﬁcation

IG is deﬁned as the number of bits of information obtained
for category prediction by knowing the presence or absence
of a feature in a document. Equation 3 reports the general
formulation of IG with respect to the input unigram t:

TABLE I
AVERAGE PRECISION OF THE BUILT CLASSIFIERS
Feature
Unigrams (NGF)
Unigrams (NGP)
Bigrams (NGP)
Unigram & Bigrams (NGP)
Unigram, POS (NGP)
Adjectives
Top 1000 unigrams (NGP)

Precision (no stem.)
75.5
81
68.6
79,2
77.1
72.7
80.3

IG(t) = −

Precision (stem.)
76.4
82.1
70.1
79,9
—76.1
81.6

m


P r(ci )logP r(ci )+

i=1

P r(t)

m


P r(ci |t)logP r(ci |t)+

i=1

P r( t)

m


P r(ci |  t)logP r(ci |  t) (3)

i=1
m

with {ci }i=1 set of available classes (positive and negative).

process is exploited, we propose two examples of reviews A e
B, which are correctly classiﬁed (respectively as positive and
negative) by our OvOP analysis framework. We consider the
NGP-based classiﬁer, which, as shown in Table I, achieves
the best results in our experimental activity.

VI. D ISCUSSION
Our results can be compared with those described in [1],
although evaluated on different corpora with speciﬁc dimensions and polarity distribution.
The evaluation of the proposed sets of features, achieved
with 3-cross folding evaluation process, shows several results
similar to those obtained for English. In particular unigram
presence (NGP), accordingly to evaluation provided by [1], is
the feature that leads to the best performances, when applied
to both stemmed and not-stemmed documents. The results
show how information provided by unigram presence overperforms clearly information provided by unigram frequency
(NGF). The differences in precision between the two features,
both applied to unigrams, has been estimated between 5 and
6 percent.
Bigrams selection performs as the worst feature in our evaluation process, in contrast with the results obtained in [1] with
the English corpus; the loss in precision moving from English
to Italian has been estimated in more then 10 percent. This may
not be explained looking at the number of bigrams extracted
from our test corpus: 2122 against the 16000 identiﬁed in [1]
for the English corpus. Increasing the number of considered
bigrams respectively to 7500 and 15000 does not lead to
signiﬁcant improvements in precision.
Features based on Part-of-Speech tagging, as the (POS-Token,
Unigram) coupling and the adjectives selection, show a loss
in performance too with respect to the precision measured on
the English corpus. This is mainly caused by two factors: the
accuracy of POS tagging process and the quality, deﬁned in
terms of lexical and syntactical soundness, of the input documents. Adjective selection shows an improvement in precision
when applied to stemmed documents; such improvement is
related to the declination of adjectives, which is one of the
most signiﬁcant differences between Italian and English.
The results obtained by adjective selection conﬁrm the assumption, widely proven in literature and discussed previously,
that adjectives are an important clue in determining the polarity
of a given text but not enough to achieve alone the best
performances in classiﬁcation.
The classiﬁer trained on the 1000 most occurring unigrams
shows an average precision comparable with the one obtained

Review A
”Da Vedere. Ottimo ﬁlm ed ottime interpretazioni, un ﬁlm
europeo di grandissimo valore . . . ”3 .
Review B
”Delusione! Non so cosa mi aspettassi da questo ﬁlm, so per
certo che è davvero orrendo! Mai visto niente di più scontato
e noioso! Sinceramente sono senza parole . . . ”4 .
Both reviews A and B are analyzed and converted into
a vector-based representation, suitable for classiﬁcation by
means of Naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁers. Such a representation is
compared with the knowledge base acquired by the classiﬁer
during the training and, according to the classiﬁcation
effectiveness of each feature occurring into reviews, classiﬁed
as positive or negative. More in detail, Table II lists
occurrences of the 30 most signiﬁcant stemmed unigrams
used by the classiﬁer. The signiﬁcance of listed stems is
TABLE II
T OP 30 UNIGRAMS EXTRACTED FROM THE TRAINING
HIGHEST IG VALUE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

bellissim
brutt
bell
jack
pessim
ottim
fantast
evit
peggior
delusion

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

bravissim
pò
piac
noios
ridicol
interpret
bast
simpson
butt
splendid

21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

SET WITH THE

attor
pir
grand
perfett
sparrow
sonor
orrend
will
schifezz
bel

estimated by means of Information Gain (IG) metric.
3 ”It shall be seen. Great movie and great acting, a high value European
movie. . . ”
4 ”Delusion! I do not know what I was looking for from this movie, but I
know it is really horrid. I have never seen something so boring and predictable.
Sincerely I have no words to describe it . . . ”
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3) the evaluation of the improvements to OvOP analysis
offered by user modeling and sentiment timelines.
First goal will be pursued introducing new features able to
identify OvOP; more speciﬁcally we are interested in studying
pattern suitable for extraction of emotive icons and idiomatic
expression. Some works, like [16], [17], presents such patterns
applied to the speciﬁc application area of blogs. The development of a parser able to identify and spread the negation
between terms of a sentence may also be useful, as proven
in [1], to increase the precision of the classiﬁcation process.
Second goal is more difﬁcult to achieve, because it requires a
huge amount of manual tagging of sentences and words that
constitute the review corpus. In order to make tagging activity
easier, we developed an intuitive and simple graphical user
interface, which is actually used by human annotators. Our
goal is the development of a corpus of evaluated sentences,
useful in training of ﬁne-grained classiﬁer. These classiﬁers
may lead to a better performance when applied to documents
containing contradictory sentences, like some of the reviews
included in our corpus. High performance classiﬁers, based on
domain dependent and independent resources, are described
in [13].
Our last goal is more related to the introduction of aggregated
indicators useful in OvOP analysis; in particular we are
interested in studying how sentiment analysis may improve
user modeling and adaptive navigation, focusing mainly our attention on the knowledge representation structures introduced
in [18].

using all the 2122 unigrams occurring more than 4 times
in the training set. The increase in dimension of document
representation, deﬁned in terms of unigrams considered as
features, does not lead to signiﬁcant improvement, when
applied to both stemmed and not-stemmed documents set.
Table III shows results achieved in [1] on the English movie
reviews corpus with Bayesian networks as classiﬁcation algorithm.
The average performance estimated for our seven classiﬁers
is lower than the one calculated in [1], although our unigrambased classiﬁer achieves the best performance of both evaluations, even if the representation is limited to the 1000 most
occurring unigrams. Perhaps it is necessary to consider, when
discussing about performance, the difference in dimensions
of the training set too: our training set is composed by 333
documents (a 3-cross folding evaluation on a corpus of 1000
reviews), while the training set used in [1] is composed of
466 documents (a 3-cross folding evaluation on a corpus of
1400 reviews). Accordingly to the results described in [2], an
increase in the dimension of the training set leads to signiﬁcant
increase in the performance achieved by the trained classiﬁers
in OvOP analysis.
In the future we expect to improve the dimension of our
collection in order to study how precision of the trained
classiﬁers may change accordingly with the dimension of the
training set.
TABLE III
C LASSIFICATION ACCURACY ON THE E NGLISH
Feature
Unigrams (NGF)
Unigrams (NGP)
Bigrams (NGP)
Unigram & Bigrams (NGP)
Unigram, POS (NGP)
Adjectives
Top 2633 unigrams (NGP)

MOVIE REVIEW DOMAIN
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